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Innatis clubbing
together
Additional costs and challenges from
Covid-19 have proven a test for all, but
French apple grower Innatis has seen its
team come together during this crisis, says president Marc Rauffet
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do it for the money, but in order to help
others. We provided bonuses for all basic
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MR: We are highly focused on club

is very important in the Gulf. But we sell a

moment because the terms of the

varieties so we choose which market to

lot of Pink Lady, LoliPop and organic

commercial agreement between France

target according to the variety’s

Juliet there, and we expect to sell a lot of

and the UK haven’t yet been clarified. But

characteristics. We have a different

Zingy.

we continue to work with our UK

commercial strategy for each of our club
varieties, Choupette, HoneyCrunch, Zingy
and LoliPop. Choupette is a rustic French
apple, very well established in France since
2005 and, with the launch of organic
Choupette in 2020, France remains our
primary target. HoneyCrunch’s notoriety
has increased tremendously in Europe
these past 20 years, particularly in
Germany, France, the UK, Sweden, Finland
and Ireland, which are our primary

customers and are confident that our
Asia is very interested in club varieties.
Many markets are becoming more priceoriented and we try to deal with that by
focusing on club varieties. Our strength
lies in our range, allowing us to match the
variety with our customer’s requirements.
Is sustainability increasingly becoming
central to all your operations? What are
the main efforts you are making when it
comes to environmental issues?

markets for growth.
Conventionally grown LoliPop is very
successful in Asia, including in Vietnam,
Singapore, Malaysia and Hong Kong. It is a
very sweet apple with a strong shelf-life,
and its intense red colour attracts a lot of
attention. Over the past three years,
LoliPop production has quadrupled, while
organic LoliPop has been marketed very
successfully in France.
Zingy is an early-harvesting, flamboyant-

MR: The Innafruits producer organisation
promotes environmental considerations
and practices. All Innafruits’ orchards
have been approved by the Eco-friendly
Orchards (Vergers Ecoresponsables) label
and respect the French Apple Growers’
Quality Charter. All Innafruits’ orchards
are certified by the French label ‘Haute
Valeur Environnementale’ (High
Environmental Value).

relationships will continue throughout
this political crisis. Since the Brexit vote,
we have experienced a slight fall in
volumes and prices in the UK. The
uncertainty is bad for business. We cannot
build or invest as we’d like. It is difficult
when you don’t know what the conditions
will be for you to remain a supplier to the
market.
What is certain is that UK consumers will
keep eating apples. We will probably see
farmers in the UK increasing production
to supply the domestic market. But you
see niche varieties like Kissabel growing in
the UK at the moment, so that’s good
news. We are settling an agreement to
plant our new varieties in the UK. Over
the last five years, we have become a
specialist grower of club varieties. We are
growing hundreds of hectares of branded
apples with a certain value. They are not
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real value back to our farms.
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tremendously in the coming years and we
think Zingy has potential across Europe.
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